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Entrance 
Ponte Milvio

Entrance
Ponte Duca d’Aosta

Club ambient restaurant and bar, 
with shoeless garden

   
    

Marina with public viewing for football, 
food court and bars

Entrance 
Marina

Sport & Public Viewing

  

 
Herbaria

Club & Garden

Botanical garden with 
bike stop and green 
restaurant

 
  

    
   

  

   
   

 

Entrance 
Floating

Floating
Floating theatre, with 
trendy bar and 
restaurant

  
   

   
    

Entrance 
Herbaria

  
Nuovo Cinema Milvio
Cinema with wonderful 
programme of films and 
talks, on nature and sports

The green island of ParcoMilvio, 
where to dive into the nature and to 
enjoy the unique climate of Rome

Solarium

OVERVIEW

ParcoMilvio is a urban park, with one coordinated management of the area in terms of facilities and related services (i.e. green and its maintenance, service & 
security, cleaning and toilets, utilities management, etc.), of communication and of planning of the entertainment programme for the all season in the different 
venues located inside the park.
The park is organised in six areas, each with its unique features and offerings. Open in the summer period, from May, it is a lovely place where to enjoy free 
time and relax, in different ways and in a safe and sustainable environment.



Sports viewing
In 2021 the Uefa European Football Championships (June 11 - July 11) and the Olympic Games 
in Tokyo (July 23 - August 9) will take place. This area of ParcoMilvio, the Marina, will be 
organised with a food court, where to experience different types of food and authentic pizza, to 
drink top craft beer, in a pop environment, where to view sports events and enjoy being together.
Furthermore, the area is meant to serve all spectators going to the stadium for the 4 matches 
planned (June 11, 16, 20 and July 3), before and after the match. 
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SPORTS VIEWING

Dimention and capacity
2.450 sqm
length: mt 250; width: min mt 7,5 e max mt 14

Position
Located close to the Floating area, it is organised next to the Duca d’Aosta bridge and few meters far 
from Stadio Olimpico.

Main features
- double access to the area, of which one next to the entrances of Stadio Olimpico, and disable access 
- n.2 restaurants of which one made up of n.4 and the other n.5 commercial modules of 16 sum each, 

and space for tables respectively of 290 sqm and 350 sqm 
- spaces dedicated to the projections of images and live sports events

Contents
Area dedicated to sports, to live watching live the numerous events planned for this 
summer, from Uefa Euro2020 football tournament to the Olympic Games in Tokyo. 
Video projections on the wall and music distributed in the different areas, in a pop 
and sports environment.

Infrastructure
- electrical system (max 15kw), water system and sewage - (till the commercial 

modules, no internal distribution)
- functional lighting
- entrance with large stairs in layher and driveway
- toilets and water points distributed along the dock
- irrigation system for the green
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